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The Extracellularly Regulated Kinase/Mitogen Activated Protein
Kinase (ERK/MAPK) signaling pathway is a critical regulator of
cellular processes in adult and developing tissues. Depending on the
cellular context, MAPK cascade can act as a rheostat, a switch, or
an oscillator. The highly conserved structure of the cascade does not
imply a rigid function, as was suggested by the early mathematical
models of MAPK signaling, and can instead produce a wide range of
input-output maps. Given a large number of pathway components
and modes of regulation, it is essential to establish experimental
systems that will allow both manipulating the MAPK cascade and
monitoring its dynamics. The terminal patterning system in the
Drosophila embryo appears to be ideally suited for this purpose.
Our recent experiments characterized dynamics of the MAPK
phosphorylation gradient in the terminal system and proposed that
it is regulated by a cascade of diffusion-trapping modules. Here we
discuss a biophysical model that can describe the observed dynamics
and guide future experiments for exploring the relative importance
of multiple layers of MAPK cascade regulation.

an idealized situation where the enzymes are placed in a well-mixed
system with nonlimiting amounts of ATP and other co-factors.
Based on the mass-action kinetics, the model describes the dynamics
of 22 species participating in ten reactions.8 Huang and Ferrell
hypothesized that the three-tiered structure of the cascade controls
its steady-state input-output behavior. Since double phosphorylation
of MAPK is necessary for its catalytic activity, the fraction of MAPK
in its double phosphorylated form was considered the output of the
cascade. To compute the input-output maps, the top-layer of the
cascade was activated to some constant level and the downstream
components were allowed to reach a steady state level of activation.
Clearly, to perform such an analysis, one has to specify model parameters, such as the starting amounts of kinases and phosphatases and
the rate constants of enzymatic reactions.
All in all, the model had 36 parameters, each of which was given
within a 25-fold range, and calculation of input-output maps was based
on sampling of their values from these ranges. Briefly, one generates a
36-dimensional vector of model parameters and then uses it to find the
values of the output of the cascade for multiple values of inputs. Every
one of such calculations generates a single input-output map. Based
on calculations with hundreds of randomly generated parameter sets,
Huang and Ferrell found that all of the input-output maps in their
model are ultrasensitive: there is a single output for every input, but
the output can switch from “off ” to “on” within a very narrow range
of inputs (Fig. 1B). Recently, however, we have demonstrated that,
within a very wide range of model parameters, the same model can
behave as an irreversible switch and as an oscillator (Fig. 1C).9
Given the fact that even the simplest models of this important
pathway can lead to complex dynamics, it is essential to experimentally
determine what types of dynamics are actually realized in vivo. We are
using the terminal patterning system in the early Drosophila embryo
as an experimental model for monitoring the dynamics of MAPK
signaling under a wide range of genetic and environmental conditions.
Our long-term goal is to explore the regulation of MAPK signaling by
multiple cellular and biochemical processes and to develop increasingly
mechanistic models of this pathway. Here we review the first results of
our approach that is based on a combination of previously developed
genetic tools, quantitative imaging and biophysical models.

Introduction
The Extracellularly Regulated Kinase/Mitogen Activated Protein
Kinase (ERK/MAPK) signaling pathway is a critical regulator of
cellular processes in developing and adult tissues.1-4 At the core of
the pathway is a three-stage cascade of phosphorylation-dephosphorylation reactions that culminates in a double phosphorylation
of MAPK, the key serine/threonine kinase at the last stage of the
cascade (Fig. 1A). By acting on cytoplasmic and nuclear substrates,
phosphorylated MAPK controls cellular processes, such as cell division and differentiation. The MAPK pathway is one of the most
extensively modeled signaling systems.5-7 The goals of mathematical
models of MAPK and other signaling pathways are to integrate the
results of genetic, biochemical and cellular studies, and to predict the
dynamics of signaling and its effects on cellular processes.
The first model of the MAPK cascade was developed by Huang
and Ferrell, who used their model as a basis for linking the structure
of the cascade and its dynamics (Fig. 1A). Their model represents
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The development of the unsegmented regions of the Drosophila
embryo depends on the localized activation of the Torso receptor
tyrosine kinase. Torso is uniformly distributed throughout the plasma
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Figure 1. (A) The three-stage structure of the MAPK cascade.8 (B) A schematic of the ultrasensitive input-output (I/O) map: the output is switched between the
“off” and “on” states within a very narrow ranges of inputs. Such an input-output map can be described using the Hill function: O = [In/(Kn + In)], where n
> 1; I and O denote the input and output, respectively, and K is the value of the input that leads to the half-maximal value of the output. The 1996 analysis
by Huang and Ferrell suggested that n ~ 4.8 for the I/O map of MAPK cascade in the model. Importantly, there is a single value of output for every input.
(C) Statistical analysis of the I/O maps in the Huang-Ferrell model revealed that, in addition to being single-valued, they can also be bistable: there are two
stable values of the output that can be realized for the same value of input. Furthermore, the cascade can also act as an oscillator, which means that the
output of the cascade (the extent of MAPK phosphorylation) will undergo undamped oscillations. The three types of I/O maps, single-valued (left), bistable
(right), and oscillatory (middle), show the fractions of MAPK in three possible phosphorylation stages (unphosphorylated, once- and twice-phosphorylated).
Reproduced from Qiao et al. PLoS Comp Biol 2007; 3:1819–26.

membrane of the early embryo but activated only at the poles, by
its locally processed ligand (Trunk), where it signals through the
MAPK cascade.10 Importantly, terminal patterning operates during
the five last nuclear division cycles in the syncytial blastoderm, when
multiple nuclei share the common cytoplasm.11 Activation of MAPK
leads to the localized expression of the terminal gap genes, tailless
(tll) and huckebein (hkb). This depends on the localized counteraction of transcriptional repression of tll and hkb by the HMG-box
repressor Capicua (Cic) and the global co-repressor Groucho (Gro).
Specifically, MAPK-mediated phosphorylation of Cic and Gro
de-represses tll and hkb at the terminal regions of the embryo.12-15
The Torso pathway is arguably one of the best studied experimental systems for the in vivo analysis of RTK signaling. One of the
main results is a gradient model of MAPK signaling and interpretation.16 The model can be summarized as follows: a combination of
the uniformly expressed Torso and locally produced diffusible ligand
generates a localized pattern of receptor occupancy on the surface of
the embryo, which in turn generates a gradient of MAPK phosphorylation inside the embryo (Fig. 2A). The graded pattern of MAPK
activation gives rise to the patterns of Cic and Gro modification and
thus controls the expression of tll and hkb.
Notably, none of the spatial patterns involved in this model (those
of ligand release, receptor occupancy, MAPK phosphorylation, etc.)
have been characterized directly and most of the conclusions were
www.landesbioscience.com

derived from the analysis of the effects of various perturbations
on either the morphology of the embryo or the expression of the
terminal gap genes. To complement the genetic and biochemical
approaches to the analysis of terminal system, we have recently developed a quantitative imaging assay of MAPK activation in the early
embryo.17 Our assay relies on the previously developed antibody
that recognizes the double phosphorylated form of ERK/MAPK
(dpERK) and a suite of image processing tools for extracting and
analyzing the spatial patterns of MAPK phosphorylation from a large
collection of embryos.17,18
An example of a quantified MAPK phosphorylation pattern is
shown in Figure 2B. Using embryos that carry a GFP-tagged histone,
we can mark the nuclear compartment in the syncytium and thus
“split” the gradient of MAPK phosphorylation into nuclear and
cytoplasmic components. Furthermore, since the timings of nuclear
divisions in the syncytial blastoderm have been measured rather
precisely,11 nuclear density, which can be easily extracted from DNA
stainings, provides at least five well-defined time points that span
the time window during which the terminal system is activated. As
a result, embryos stained for DNA and dpERK provide information
about both the spatial and temporal aspects of MAPK phosphorylation (Fig. 3A). Finally, we have developed a straightforward technique
for quantitative comparison of MAPK phosphorylation between the
wild-type and any given mutant background (Fig. 3B).
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the spatial pattern of MAPK activation and nuclear
density. The observed dynamics are consistent with
a model whereby dpERK is trapped by the nuclei:
an increase in the nuclear density increases the
trapping of phosphorylated MAPK and prevents
its diffusion from the poles towards the middle of
embryo (Fig. 4B).
This model is based on the cell biological and
biochemical studies that have established that
phosphorylated MAPK rapidly translocates to the
nucleus, which can also serve as a compartment of
MAPK dephosphorylation.19-22 In combination
with the progressive increase in nuclear density,
these processes can amplify the dpERK levels at
the poles and attenuate them in the rest of the
embryo.23 Our subsequent experiments provided
clear support for this model. In particular, we found
pronounced disruptions in the spatial pattern of
MAPK phosphorylation in embryos with defects
Figure 2. (A) Torso receptors (purple) are uniformly distributed along the plasma membrane of
in the spatial distribution of nuclei.17 Thus, syncythe embryo. Inactive ligand (Trunk) is distributed uniformly in the extracellular matrix; it is contial nuclei not only sense the local level of MAPK
verted into an active and diffusible form (blue) by Torsolike (yellow), a protein localized at the
10
poles of the embryo. Torso-Trunk complex signals through the MAPK signaling cascade, which phosphorylation that has been established by the
upstream steps of MAPK activation, but actively
leads to MAPK phosphorylation. (B) Quantified pattern of MAPK phosphorylation. Left: fluorescent image of the anterior part of the embryo; nuclei are stained in green and phosphorylated
control the spatial pattern of MAPK phosphorylaMAPK is stained in red. Right: Gradients of nuclear and cytoplasmic phosphorylated MAPK.
tion in the early embryo.
Reproduced from Berezhkovskii et al. PNAS 2009.
There is a strong biophysical analogy between
this new intracellular diffusion-trapping module
that controls the spatial distribution of phosphorylated MAPK and the previously identified
diffusion-trapping system that controls the spatial
distribution of the extracellular ligand that activates
Torso. Elegant genetic experiments by Casanova
and Struhl established that removal of Torso receptors from the poles generates ectopic terminal
structures in the middle of the embryo.24 Based on
this, they proposed that uniformly expressed Torso
both transduces the signal provided by Trunk
and limits its diffusive spread. Indeed, ligand
binding to Torso activates receptor tyrosine kinase
signaling, but also leads to receptor-mediated
ligand internalization.25 Casanova and Struhl have
called this type of spatial regulation of receptor
activation “ligand trapping”, an effect that has
been subsequently identified in a large number of
other patterning systems, both in Drosophila and
other organisms.26,27
Since the spatial pattern of Torso occupancy
Figure 3. (A) The density of syncytial nuclei provides a time marker for MAPK phosphorylation
on
the plasma membrane provides an input that
at five distinct time points. (B) Summary of the experimental strategy for pairwise comparison of
activates the MAPK cascade inside the embryo, it
MAPK phosphorylation gradients between the wild-type and mutant backgrounds.
appears that the spatial pattern of MAPK activation
is established by two sequentially acting diffusion-trapping systems.
MAPK Activation by a Cascade of Diffusion Trapping Modules
In the extracellular compartment, the Torso receptors limit the spatial
Using our quantitative imaging assay, we found that over the five spread of the Trunk ligand. Inside the embryo, nuclei limit the spread
last nuclear divisions, the level of MAPK phosphorylation is ampli- of diffusible dpERK. To assess the relative contributions of the extrafied at the poles and attenuated in the rest of the embryo (Fig. 4A). cellular and intracellular diffusion-trapping modules to establishing
Nuclear divisions lead to an exponential increase in the number of the final pattern of MAPK activation, we used a biophysical model
nuclei per unit volume; hence, there is a clear correlation between for a cascade of diffusion trapping systems. A detailed biochemical
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model, like that discussed in the Introduction, contains a large
number of species. Since only one of these species (dpERK) can be
followed in the terminal system, we need the simplest possible model
that is consistent with wild-type dynamics and can be used to predict
the effects of genetic perturbations.

Biophysical Model
Our model for a cascade of two diffusion-trapping systems is
given by the following equations:

Equations 1 and 2 describe the concentrations of the extracellular
ligand (active Trunk) and ligand-receptor complexes (Torso-Trunk)
complexes, denoted by L(x,t) and C(x,t), respectively. Note that the
receptor-bound ligand does not diffuse; this reflects the fact that the
lateral movement of Torso receptors is highly restricted (personal
communication).28 Equations 3 and 4 describe the concentrations
for the cytoplasmic and nuclear signaling molecules (phosphorylated MAPK), that are denoted by S(x,t) and N(x,t), respectively.
Extracellular ligand is “injected” into the system at x = 0, with a time
dependent flux, Q(t). A combination of ligand diffusion, reversible
binding to surface receptors and receptor-mediated internalization
establishes a spatial profile of cell surface receptor occupancy, which
in turn serves as a source for the intracellular signaling species, which
shuttle in and out of the nuclei and can be ‘degraded’ (dephosphorylated) in either of these compartments.
Equations 5 and 6 provide the initial and boundary conditions.
The system is modeled as one-dimensional (along the AP axis) and
semi-infinite in space, reflecting the fact that the observed dpERK
pattern is localized at the poles of the embryo.17 Receptors are
assumed to be in excess and the rate constant of ligand binding, kb, is
proportional to receptor expression level. Finally, all signal transduction processes, from the receptors to phosphorylated MAPK, have
been lumped into a single constant, g, which characterizes the rate
at which the dpERK molecules are generated (indirectly) by a single
ligand/receptor complex.
The extracellular part of the model is essentially identical to those
used to describe the patterning morphogens in other systems, e.g., the
patterning of the follicular epithelium by Gurken or patterning of the
wing imaginal disk by Dpp.29,30 The intracellular module is similar
to the previously published descriptions of phosphorylation gradients
in spatially distributed models of signal transduction pathways.31,32
Using this model we can explore how the pattern of MAPK phosphorylation is controlled by a combination of localized ligand release,
extracellular diffusion, binding to cell surface receptors, receptormediated ligand internalization, and diffusion, nuclear trapping and
dephosphorylation of activated MAPK inside the embryo.
www.landesbioscience.com

Figure 4. (A) Dynamics of the wild-type the MAPK phosphorylation gradient: over the time course of the five last nuclear divisions, the level of MAPK
phosphorylation is amplified at both poles and attenuated in the rest of the
embryo; reproduced from Coppey et al. Current Biology 2008; 18:915–9.
These dynamics are consistent with a model based on a cascade of diffusiontrapping modules. (B) A diffusible ligand (solid circle) is reversibly bound by
cell surface receptors. A diffusible intracellular molecule (star) shuttles in and
out of the nuclei. Transitions between mobile and immobile states for a particle in the extracellular stage of the cascade. Immobile particles in the first
stage initiate the production of mobile particles in the second stage. In this
case, a ligand-receptor complex is an enzyme acting on a pool of inactive
intracellular molecules (an empty square). A mobile intracellular molecule
is reversibly trapped by immobile traps. In this case, the traps are nuclei
distributed in a shared cytoplasm of the early embryo.

Steady State Analysis of the Model
We analyzed our model in the regime where the level of ligand
production and the properties of the syncytium are assumed to be
constant (a blastoderm embryo at a given value of nuclear density).
Quantitative analysis of the dpERK gradients in nuclear cycle 14
revealed that they exhibit very low variability.17 This suggests that
the system is at steady state at a given setting of model parameters,
such as receptor expression level and nuclear density. In this regime
the spatial distributions of bound ligand and nuclear signal are given
by the following expressions:
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where λL and λS are the length scales of extracellular ligand and
intracellular signal, respectively:

new type of information (quantitative characteristics of the gradient
vs. qualitative data from genetic experiments) requires a new type of
language for analyzing and conceptualizing the data. We have begun
to develop biophysical models that can potentially provide such a
language and guide experiments for exploring the relative importance
of multiple layers of regulation.23
Several aspects of our nuclear trapping model for the spatial regulation of MAPK phosphorylation in the syncytium require further
investigation. One of the most important outstanding questions is
the identity and subcellular localization of MAPK phosphatases.21,22
A number of candidate phosphatases exist in the genome and their
individual contributions can be assessed using our quantitative
imaging approach, by comparing the patterns of MAPK phosphorylation between the wild-type and single mutant backgrounds. Finally,
all of our results relied on experiments that followed a single component (dpERK) and fixed samples. One can only imagine the wealth
of information and new ideas that will be derived from experiments
that can track multiple pathway components in live embryos.19

As in other models of diffusion and degradation, the length scale
of a signaling molecule is an average distance to which it diffuses
before being degraded.33,34
Analyzing equations 7 and 8 we found that the width of the
cascade output, < x >output, depends on the relation between the
length scales of signals in the extracellular and intracellular compartments. Specifically, when λL/λS >> 1, the spatial distribution of
the output is controlled by extracellular module. In the opposite
extreme, when λL/λS << 1, < x >output is controlled by the intracellular module: < x >output ≈ λS, which would imply that the pattern of
receptor occupancy is sharply localized and the shape of the output
is determined by processes inside the embryo.
These two limiting regimes can be distinguished by their responses
to changes in the length scale of individual stages. In particular, if λL/
λS << 1, then the spatial profile of the output should be insensitive
to further reduction in the length scale of the extracellular module.
Genetically, λL can be manipulated by changing the level of Torso
receptors, which bind and internalize the diffusible ligand. In particular, λL should be increased/decreased by reductions/increases in the
copy number of Torso.
Using our approach for pairwise comparison of dpERK gradients
in mutant genetic backgrounds, we found that the spatial patterns of
MAPK phosphorylation in embryos with only one copy of Torso and
embryos with two extra copies Torso are essentially indistinguishable
from those in the wild-type embryos.17 Thus, the terminal system
operates in the regime where λL/λS << 1. At the same time, increases
in the nuclear density because of the nuclear divisions should decrease
the value of λS. The fact that the wild-type patterns of MAPK phosphorylation are sharpened in response to increases in the nuclear
density is consistent with our hypothesis that nuclei play an active
role in shaping the spatial pattern of MAPK phosphorylation.
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